
Welcome to the Annapolis HUG 
and get ready to…

Critique My Campaign!



Before We Start...



Let’s Get to Know Each Other!



OK, Who’s Hiring?



Join the Conversation!

Tag @AnnapolisHUG on 
Twitter!

Use #AnnapolisHUG on your social posts 



Upcoming Events & Meet-Ups 



Register Now!
Q2 Annapolis HUG!

Mastering LinkedIn 
Advertising

with Jason Linde

Wednesday, April 10
6:30PM HERE!

annapolis.hubspotusergroups.com



Critique My Campaign



10 MINUTES



Today’s Presenters
● Lisa Hall, EYA
● John Booth, Cipher Systems
● Ron Szpatura, Landmarks
● Kathleen Booth, IMPACT



Lisa Hall, EYA



Lead Resuscitation

● EYA is a homebuilder in the DC area. We primarily build townhome 
communities.

● Montgomery Row has been open for 3 years, is 90% sold and will be sold out 
by this summer.

● Approx 1,200 people signed up on our list over 1 year ago and have never 
visited.

● Goal: in the final months of the project to shake the tree for any viable 
prospects who have been lingering and to get them to schedule an 
appointment to visit the community.



Email nurturing campaign

1st email sent:

17% open rate

4% click rate

29 people clicked yes still interested

17 people clicked no longer interested







Final emails:

● Open House event
● Break up email

Questions for the group:

● Is this the best type of information to use in a nurturing campaign?

● What time frame would you send the emails (once a week, etc)?

● Would you continue to send to the entire list or only those who open the 
emails?



Time to Critique



John Booth, Cipher
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CRITIQUE MY CAMPAIGN 



www.cipher-sys.com

Everyone likes to know where they stand, how they 
stack up to the competition. Right…? 

The Cipher CI Maturity Calculator rates the maturity 
level of a company’s Competitive Intelligence 
functions via a HubSpot form conversion and 
workflow. 

Competitive Intelligence 
Self-Assessment Calculator 

20



www.cipher-sys.com 21

Self-Assessment CTA



www.cipher-sys.com

The Calculator (Form)
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▪ Visitors are asked to 
answer five questions

▪ Answers are selected 
from a dropdown list 
of four responses   



www.cipher-sys.com

The “Magic” Calculator 
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▪ The Workflow consists of 
14 separate steps

▪ Plus Five additional  
decision tree branches

▪ Each answer is assigned a 
numeric value

▪ The total value is than 
associated with a value 
range to determine the 
Maturity Level



www.cipher-sys.com

▪ Greatest activity will be two emails 
▪ Email #1 sent to entire contact database (10K) 
▪ Email #2 sent +2 days targeting Unopened List

▪ Featured CTA on our:
▪ Homepage Hero (20% of all visits)
▪ Main menu Resources Dropdown Option
▪ Resource Center Hero 

▪ Social promotion via LinkedIn and Facebook
▪ Network with my network (psst, that’s you...)

Campaign Tactics
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www.cipher-sys.com

▪ I will share our Self-Assessment instructions with all 
of you. 

▪ In return, would you please visit the Cipher company 
LinkedIn page and share a relevant post with your 
network. 

Build Your Own Super Self-Assessment
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+1 410.412.3326
j.booth@cipher-sys.com
www.cipher-sys.com

Cipher Systems, LLC
185 Admiral Cochrane Dr.,
Suite 210
Annapolis, MD 21401



Time to Critique



Ron Szpatura, Landmarks



Creating Bottom Line Results with
             New Technologies in Digital Marketing

Celebrating our 31st year

Programmatic Advertising



Tell me about your business.



What has technology changed
     in your business in the last 2-3 years?



Victims of Change



Agents of Change



Landmarks Clients transitioning into DIGITAL:

• O’Leary’s Restaurant
• Ruth’s Chris Steak House
• Fager’s Island, Ocean City
• Sam’s on the Waterfront
• Carrol’s Creek Cafe
• Federal House
• Senator Ed Riley
• Herrmann Advertising
• The Cyphers Agency
• Annapolis Yacht Sales
• Visit Annapolis & Anne 

Arundel County
• Kent Island Library
• Sadona Salon & Spa

• Robert Andrew Salon & Spa
• BodyWorx Massage & Spa
• Chesapeake ERgent Care
• Premier Planning Group
• K-Coast Surf Shop
• Citizens for Saab
• Enoch for Congress
• All About Doors
• Beautiful Smiles
• Chesapeake Holistic Medicine
• Advantage Lending
• J&W Ryan Enterprises
• Cheaper than a Geek
• Guido’s Burritos

How much do YOU really know about digital marketing???



Let me SIMPLIFY it for you:

You really only need to understand 4 things.



What is an Impression?

Not all impressions are created equal...



Digital Tactics
How to reach the right people.

People who have been to your website.

People who are visiting your competitors.

People who are searching for your products.

People who are reading about your products.



Click rates: Industry Average vs. Landmarks

Average click rate = 1 out of 1,000
Only 3% take action the first time



Conversion Actions:



Measure · Modify ·  Maximize



Examples of Success



Appearing in: The Washington Post



Appearing in: Nationwide,
                          High-Traffic Websites



The Landmarks difference: Relationships



Conversions & Retargeting

Fager's Island Restaurant
1st 100,000 market impressions - 71 Conversions

2nd 100,000 market impressions - 739 Conversions



Conversions & Retargeting

Sadona Salon & Spa
1st 100,000 market impressions - 14 Conversions

2nd 100,000 market impressions - 501 Conversions



The Landmarks difference: Relationships



The Landmarks difference: Relationships





Time to Critique



Kathleen Booth, IMPACT



Campaign Overview - IMPACT Live for Teams

● What it is: Team package for groups attending IMPACT Live
● IMPACT Live for Teams: get aligned, get excited, and get immediate results. 

Speak with our concierge to get started.
● Price:

○ $4500 for up to 8 people
○ $9000 for up to 16 people





Messaging
● IMPACT Live brings the most innovative minds in digital marketing into a 

single space (and a single track) so your team doesn’t miss a thing. By the 
end of this intensive two-day event, your team will have a clear path to 
becoming the most trusted voice in your space and will return to the office 
energized, aligned, and armed with the tools they need to take immediate 
action.

● When you bring your group to IMPACT Live, they get so much more than an 
immersive learning experience—they get long-term change. Teams at 
IMPACT Live benefit from concierge-level treatment during the event and 
guided follow-up with an IMPACT expert after the experience, giving you the 
advice you need to turn takeaways into action.



Video



Email #1
(Ideally sent after a phone conversation)

Hey <first name>,

There’s a new package we’ve put together around our marquis event and I think you’ll want in.

IMPACT Live for Teams gives you the chance to bring your entire group to IMPACT Live, where they’ll benefit 
from tons of takeaways over two days and return to the office aligned and excited about what comes next.

Here’s a quick look at what your team can expect: <video>

The package includes recognition during the event, top-notch, concierge-level treatment, and a follow-up session 
with one of our experts to make sure you all have a plan in place to turn your inspiration into results.

I’d love to talk with you about how this fits with your team. Are you interested?



Email #2
(sent one week after Email 1 if no reply; includes book and one-pager based off of splash page content above):

Hey <you>,

Heads up that I’m sending you a copy of They Ask, You Answer by my friend and IMPACT partner Marcus 
Sheridan. Marcus is going to be the integral speaker at IMPACT Live in August, and I think your team would be a 
great fit there.

Have you had time to take a look at our new IMPACT Live for Teams? This is where you get some major 
recognition during the event, concierge-level treatment (from special seating to guided meet and greets), and a 
follow-up session with one of our experts (it might even be Marcus himself).

Hope you enjoy the book and let me know if you’re interested in attending Live and bringing your team.

Thanks!



Time to Critique



Thanks for Joining Us!
�


